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Abstract
A new multi-scale graph-space connectivity framework is presented. It is based
upon a measure of dissimilarity between adjacent elements of the graph that is used
to construct a hierarchy of partitions. Connected components or partition cells are
either preserved or rejected based on a set of attribute criteria that are enumerated
through logical predicates. Enforcing attribute constraints generates a dichotomy of
the partition hierarchy that can be used for image segmentation and other related ap-
plications. The framework is supported by an efficient union-find based algorithm
that delivers a tree representation of the totally ordered set of graph-space partitions.
It is referred to as the Alpha-Tree. The practical complexity of the algorithm is linear
with respect to the number of pixels. Processes on the tree can be launched interac-
tively and in real-time, from a separate module detached from the tree construction
phase. The type of attributes and attribute thresholds can be set and adjusted inter-
actively. Timed experiments on highly complicated and massive satellite image tiles
are presented, complemented by comparisons to the standard method.
ix

Chapter 1
Introduction
Image segmentation is a transformation often described as the partitioning of the im-
age domain into a set of meaningful regions according to some pre-specified criteria.
Methods for computing this exist by large in literature and may vary significantly
between them [PP93]. Among the plethora of the different approaches, hierarchical
methods deserves special attention because they yield a family of fine to coarse par-
titions rather than a single output. Hierarchical methods are often considered richer
in descriptive ability and more likely to contain meaningful and spatially consistent
regions than methods delivering a single partition or a family of unordered parti-
tions. Any hierarchy can be represented as a tree data structure that is commonly
referred to as a dendrogram in both classification and cluster analysis. In the case
of hierarchical segmentation, all leaf nodes occur at the same level, called the base
level of the hierarchy, and they match the segments of the finest partition delivered
by the considered method. Subsequent levels of the hierarchy occur when at least
two adjacent segments merge to form a larger segment. However, not all tree-based
image representations can be used for the purpose of hierarchical segmentation.
An example is the component tree [Jon97; Jon99] (also called max-tree [SOG98]),
whose node ordering matches the nesting of image peak components. Each node
corresponds to sets of at zones [SS95] for which there exists a unique mapping
to a peak component. A leaf node in this representation corresponds to a regional
maximum, i.e. a peak component that defines a single at zone of the same extent.
Evidently, the component tree represents the hierarchy of level sets rather than a
hierarchy of partitions. Component trees are widely used for computing attribute
filters [BJ96; URW07], pattern spectra [URW07; OW10], multi-scale decomposi-
tions [OS10; OPS12], interactive segmentation [Pas+11], etc.
Horowitz and Pavlidis [HP76] were among the first to propose a hierarchical
image segmentation technique using a split and merge algorithm. Numerous other
methods have been developed since, that proceed typically by first defining either
the finest (base) or the coarsest (top) level of the hierarchy. A merging or splitting
order is then defined to generate the subsequent levels of the hierarchy. Most modern
methods proceed from fine to coarse levels and the underlying merging order relies
on a dissimilarity measure computed for all pairs of adjacent segments. In some
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cases a region model is necessary to compute the dissimilarity between segments
that are formed by the union of two or more segments. Two commonly encountered
base levels are the image definition domain partitioned in its entirety into a set of sin-
gleton sets, or into a set of iso-intensity connected components, i.e. at zones. The
latter are sets of path-wise connected elements of maximal extent and of constant
intensity. Intensity in the case of scalar images, is the most obvious metric based on
which a pixel dissimilarity measure can be defined. Considering the absolute inten-
sity difference, a sequence of progressive merges between adjacent segments, with
increasing dissimilarity among them, can be iterated until some stability criterion
is reached. The process converges by default when a single segment, covering the
whole definition domain, is obtained.
An early example utilising this approach, was implemented for the hierarchical
stepwise optimisation (HSWO) method proposed in [BG89]. It relies on attributing
each individual segment with its mean pixel intensity. This metric is recomputed
for each newly created segment and it is used to update the dissimilarity between
itself and all its adjacent segments. A similar approach is considered for the bi-
nary partition tree, proposed in [SG00; VMS08], in which each new segment model
obtained from a pair of two subsets, equals to the largest one in that pair. Binary
partition trees however are order dependent and each level of the representation is
a strict dichotomy of its predecessor. An order independent best merging exten-
sion solving the problems of ties of iterative merging of region pairs is proposed
in [Sch95]. Another approach that is also order independent but does not require
a region model, is obtained by applying the single-linkage hierarchical clustering
method [GR69] on the image data. With this approach, first proposed in [NMI79],
the dissimilarity between any two segments appearing in the hierarchy is defined
as the smallest dissimilarity of the pairs of adjacent pixels, such that the first pixel
of each pair belongs to one of the two segments, and the second to the other. The
resulting segments are called quasi-flat zones [MM00] or λ -flat zones [NAJ07] in
mathematical morphology. Both terms however are somewhat misleading since the
“atness condition” set by the threshold value λ acts only on paths. This often leads
to connected components containing adjacent pixels with a dissimilarity larger than
the value of λ [Soi11], due to the lack of some control mechanism. To describe this
more accurately, Soille [Soi08] introduced the term α-connected component, which
is essentially a path-wise connected component in which any two adjacent elements
along a path differ by no more than a value α .
Hierarchical segmentation in the context of graph theory has been approached
with a model in which, the tip of the hierarchy is usually represented by a mini-
mum spanning tree of the image pixels while the successive levels correspond to
minimum spanning forests of the corresponding minimum spanning tree. This ap-
proach was first proposed in [MLC86] and independently in [Mey94], where it is
shown that the watershed of the gradient of an image is equivalent to the minimum
spanning forest of the neighbourhood graph of the initial image. Any hierarchy on
the neighbourhood graph of an image is called an ultrametric watershed in [Naj09].
Hierarchies of region adjacency graphs are also studied in [Nac95] and in [HK03].
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In this report, the concept of hierarchical segmentation is approached through the
framework of constrained connectivity [Soi08]. Constrained connectivity has sev-
eral desirable properties among which, is the hierarchical ordering of consecutive
partitions subject to a dissimilarity metric and constraining criteria, order indepen-
dence, and prevention of leakage through transitions. Creating a segmentation of
the input was so far dealt with by constraining the evolution of α-connected compo-
nents [Soi08]. By contrast to this, a rather different strategy is proposed in which the
evolution of α-connected components is computed under the absence of constraints
and is represented by a tree structure, referred to as the α-tree. Constraints are put
in place following the tree creation, through binary attribute criteria, enumerated
using logical predicates [Soi07]. The latter can be configured based on a number of
different dissimilarity measures. Creating the desired segmentation becomes a sim-
ilar process to regular attribute filtering, as dealt with in [SOG98; MW02], and the
output can be readjusted interactively and in real-time.
This report is structured as follows. In Chap. 2 an overview of the definitions
of image connectivity and partitions is given. Chapter 3 introduces a new frame-
work for the concept of dissimilarity-based connectivity, accounting for recent ad-
vances in the field and including a detailed presentation of the notions of α-tree
and attribute-constrained connectivity. It is followed in Chap. 4 by a detailed de-
scription of an efficient algorithm for computing the α-tree structure and operators
enforcing constraints. The proposed α-tree algorithm relies on Tarjan's union-find
method [Tar75] and employs path-compression [Tar79]. A set of experiments car-
ried out to evaluate the algorithm's performance is detailed in Chap. 5. Indicative
applications demonstrating the power of the proposed α-tree representation and its
associated algorithm for information extraction on very high resolution satellite im-
ages are given in Chap. 6. An overview of the algorithm features and its performance
is given in Chap. 7 along with a summary of conclusions.

Chapter 2
Preliminaries on Image Connectivity and
Partitions
Let I be a grey-tone image and E be its definition domain, i.e. a Euclidean subspace.
A partition P of E is its division into a set of non overlapping and non-empty cells,
the union of which is equal to E. The cells of P are both collectively exhaustive and
mutually exclusive with respect to the set being partitioned. The formal definition
as given in [Ser88, Chap. 1], is the following:
Denition 1 Let E be the definition domain of an image. A partition P of E is a
mapping x→ P(x) from E into the power set of E, denoted byP(E), such that:
1. ∀x ∈ E⇒ x ∈ P(x);
2. ∀x,y ∈ E⇒ P(x) = P(y) or P(x)∩P(y) = /0.
The term P(x) above indicates a cell of P marked by/containing a point x ∈ E. Each
cell is a cluster of elements of E that are equivalent among themselves according to
a certain condition, and given a cell none of its elements is equivalent to any other
element from a different cell. It follows that
⋃
x∈E P(x) = E.
Image partitions can be generated interactively or automatically. An elegant par-
titioning scheme frequently encountered in image analysis is the separation of the
image content into foreground and background components. This dichotomy can
be realised considering the connectivity relations among the elements of E, i.e. by
defining a partition cell for each connected set of maximal extent. Image connectiv-
ity is modelled though connectivity classes. The definition given in [Ser88, Chap. 2]
states:
Denition 2 Let E be an arbitrary non-empty space. A connectivity class or con-
nection C is any family inP(E) such that:
1. /0 ∈ C ;
2. ∀ x ∈ E,{x} ∈ C ;
3. for each family {Ci, i ∈ L} ⊆ C , ⋂i Ci 6= /0 implies ⋃i Ci ∈ C , where L is an index
set.
A connected set C ⊆ E is called a connected component if there is no other
connected set C′ ⊃ C such that C′ ⊆ E and C′ ∈ C . Connected components can
5
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be extracted by connected operators. The latter form the basis of attribute filters
[BJ96] which are edge preserving operators preserving connected components that
satisfy some attribute criterion. Connected operators can be customised to address
more general notions of connectivity such as clustering, contraction [Ron98; BG02],
mask-based connectivity [OW07] or partition-induced connectivity [Ser06; OW10;
WO10].
Chapter 3
α-Tree Representation and
Attribute-Constrained Connectivity
Dissimilarity metrics between pixels of an image projected in a graph space are
recalled in Sec. 3.1. These metrics are at the basis of the notion of α-connectivity
detailed in Sec. 3.2. The underlying α-tree representation is presented in Sec. 3.3.
Finally, the notion of attribute-constrained connectivity is proposed in Sec. 3.4.
3.1 Dissimilarity metrics
Assume that an image I is projected on a graph space in which vertices correspond to
pixels, and edges to pairs of adjacent vertices. Each element x of E can be addressed
as a singleton set {x} that is characterised by some attribute Attr(x) such as its posi-
tion, intensity, etc. Dissimilarity measures d, computed between attributes of adja-
cent elements are used for clustering or segmentation, subject to some thresholding
criterion. A common dissimilarity measure between two elements is the Lp norm
of the difference of the attribute vectors associated with these elements. Typical
choices for p are 1,2 or ∞. Another common choice for multispectral images is the
spectral angular distance [Kru+93]. A comprehensive presentation of dissimilarity
measures employed in pattern recognition is given in [PD05]. Other dissimilarities
are developed in [Soi11] to prevent chaining along transitions (ramps) while favour-
ing it along homogeneous regions, and in [GS11] for taking into account overall
image statistics such as the co-occurrence frequency or the local mutual informa-
tion. The dissimilarity between an element and itself is always null: d(x,x) = 0 for
all x ∈ E.
In the case that x and y are not adjacent, their dissimilarity can be determined by
computing the Euclidean or the path-wise distance between the respective element
attributes. A path pi(x y) between any two elements x,y∈ E is a chain of pairwise
adjacent elements:
pi(x y)≡ 〈x = x0,x1, ...,xN−1 = y〉, (3.1)
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in which, N is the number of elements in the path.
Denition 3 Let Π 6= /0 be the set of all possible paths between the two elements x
and y. The minimum dissimilarity metric with respect to some pre-specified element
attribute, is the ultrametric functional d∧ given by:
d∧(x,y) =
∧
pi∈Π
{ ∨
i∈[0,...,Npi−1]
{
d(xi,xi+1) | xi,xi+1 ∈ pi
}}
. (3.2)
In words, (3.2) states that the dissimilarity measure between any two path con-
nected elements of E is the infimum among the set of values, each corresponding to
the maximal dissimilarity between pairwise adjacent elements along each path.
3.2 α-Connectivity Revisited
The minimum dissimilarity metric of Def. 3 has been used to define single-linkage
[NMI79] and α-connected components [Soi08], that are also known as quasi-flat
zones [MM00]. An α-connected component α-CC(x) marked by/containing a point
x ∈ E is defined as:
α-CC(x) = {x}∪{y | ∃ pi(x y) : ∀ xi ∈ pi(x y)∧
xi 6= y,d(xi,xi+1)≤ α},
(3.3)
or, equivalently as:
α-CC(x) = {y | d∧(x,y)≤ α}. (3.4)
Equation (3.3) states that all pixels are connected sets themselves, i.e. they are α-
connected to themselves, and a connected set of maximal extent marked by a point
x ∈ E is the union of x with all points y ∈ E such that for each one there exists
a path from x to y in which all adjacent elements have a dissimilarity less than or
equal to α. Note that (3.3) complies with the conditions concerning the subsets of
E as given in the definition of connectivity classes, i.e. Def. 2. Complemented by a
further condition on the connectivity of the empty set representing the background,
α-connectivity forms a sub-connection of the canonical path-wise connection on a
graph space, for which the α parameter is a connectivity threshold. If the dissimi-
larity between any two adjacent elements x and y is less than or equal to α, the two
are directly connected, i.e. there exists an edge between x and y, thus are members
of the same α-CC. The case in which d(x,y) > α does not imply that x and y do
not belong to the same α-CC but only that there is no direct linkage between them.
Examples are shown in Fig. 3.1 and in [OS11].
Connected components that consist exclusively of elements for any two of which
d∧(x,y) = 0, are called reference connected components or 0-CCs. The case in
which the element attribute is the intensity and the dissimilarity measure d is the
Lp norm, a reference component marked by x is equivalent to the respective image
at zone [SS95] containing x, i.e. a maximal connected iso-intensity image region.
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(e) partition of 4-CCs (f) partition of 5-CCs
Fig. 3.1 Example of successive α-connected components with α ∈ [0,1,2,3,4,5], using the abso-
lute intensity difference between adjacent pixels as the dissimilarity measure.
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The α-CCs are equivalence classes [Soi08] on the image definition domain, con-
sequently the set of α-CC(x) for all x ∈ E defines a partition of E, i.e. α-CCs are
both collectively exhaustive and mutually exclusive in E. Moreover:⋃
x∈E
α-CC(x) = E. (3.5)
Evidently, greater values of α result in larger α-CCs, i.e. produce coarser partitions
of E. Consider a point x ∈ E and a range A of α values. All respective α-CCs
containing x are ordered with respect to α such that:
αi-CC(x)⊆ α j-CC(x),∀ αi ≤ α j and αi,α j ∈ A. (3.6)
Figure 3.1 shows an example of a fine to coarse partition hierarchy for 5 α-
levels. More precisely, Fig. 3.1a shows the original image partitioned into 0-CCs,
and Figs. 3.1b–f the successive partitions for values of α in [1,2, ...,5]. This order
with respect to α allows for the definition of a structured representation of the stack
of nested partitions, that is referred to as the α-tree.
3.3 The α-tree Representation
Given an image I, let {P}A be the set of all α-partitions of its definition domain
E. The term A is called the alpha dissimilarity range and is a vector of thresholds
A= [0,1, ...,αmax]. Given a point x∈E marking a cell of a partition Pα j ∈{P}A, with
α j ∈ A and assuming that |A|> 1, then for any other αi ∈ A such that αi < α j, (3.6)
leads to a more general conclusion:
∀x ∈ E,αi-CC(x)⊆ α j-CC(x)⇒ Pα j 4 Pαi . (3.7)
The symbol 4 denotes an order relation with respect to α ∈ A [Soi08]. The family
of ordered partitions of E for the entire α dissimilarity range is defined as follows:
Denition 4 A partition pyramid of E for |A| > 1, is a mapping 4A : E → {E}A
given by:
4A =
{
Pα=0,Pα=1, ...,Pαmax
}
| Pα ′ 4 Pα ,
∀ α ′ < α with α ′,α ∈ A.
(3.8)
A pyramid level 4Aα ∈ 4A is a partition Pα of E, with α ∈ A. Note that the base
of the pyramid corresponds to the finest, and the tip to the coarsest partition of E,
i.e. to the set of reference components defined at a = 0, and to the single αmax-CC
associated to the image definition domain, respectively.
Partition pyramids have a notable drawback; some α-CCs may persist in more
than one level of 4A. This introduces a redundancy overhead and an example is
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Fig. 3.2 The partition pyramid computed from the stack of partitions of the 7× 7 image used in
Fig. 3.1. Red nodes illustrate the redundancy contained in the partition pyramid.
given in Fig 3.2, which shows the partition pyramid computed from the top-left im-
age of Fig. 3.1. α-CCs are shown as circles, and those marked with red highlight the
redundancy. They are replicas of α-CCs that appeared at smaller α levels and persist
unmodified until a merge occurs with some other α-CC at a higher level. To counter
this, an index mapping of α-CCs is introduced, that leads to a hierarchical partition
representation structure configured with strict inclusion. Consider a variable j ∈ Jα ,
in which Jα ⊆ Z is an index set, employed to address the α-CCs making up Pα .
Given a point x ∈ E, there exists explicitly only one j ∈ Jα : x ∈ α j-CC.
Denition 5 Let4A be an α-partition pyramid of a grey-tone image I, defined for
a dissimilarity measure range A. An α-partition hierarchy tA is a family of ordered
mappings tAα : Jα → Kα with Kα ⊆ Jα , given by:
tA=
{
tAα=0,tAα=1, ...,tAαmax
}
| tAα ′≺ tAα ,
∀ α ′ < α with α ′,α ∈ A,
(3.9)
and ∀α ∈ A\0 and ∀ j ∈ Jα :
tAα=
{
α j-CC |
(
α j-CC ∈4Aα
)
∧
(
α j-CC 6∈ 4Aα−1
)}
. (3.10)
In words, each level of the hierarchy tA contains explicitly only those elements of
the corresponding pyramid level, that appear for the first time.
The α-partition hierarchytA is a lossless compression of an α-partition pyramid.
Each level4Aα can be restored as follows:
4Aα =
{ ∨
α ′∈[0,...,α], j∈Jα ′
α ′j-CC | α ′j-CC ∈ tA
}
, (3.11)
i.e. it is the set of all maximal α ′-CC : α ′ ≤ α , which further define a partition of E.
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The α-partition hierarchy is called the α-tree, and is a spatially rooted dendro-
gram, also known as 3D dendrogram [Soi09]. The α-tree of the example in Fig. 3.1
can be obtained from Fig. 3.2 by removing the redundant nodes (i.e., the red nodes)
and redirecting children-to-parent edges accordingly. The resulting α-tree is shown
in Fig. 3.3.
0
1
2
3
4
5
α-level
α-tree domain
Fig. 3.3 The α-tree (partition hierarchy) of the 7×7 image used in Fig. 3.1. Note that it does not
contain any redundant node, contrary to the corresponding partition pyramid shown in Fig. 3.2.
Comparing α-trees against other, conceptually similar hierarchical partition rep-
resentation structures, like the ultrametric watershed [Naj09; Naj11] and its closely
related min-tree (dual of the max-tree structure [SOG98]) of the edge graph of an
image, also called the line graph, a link is observed as detailed in [NS10; SN12].
Consider an image represented in a graph-space from which its edge graph is com-
puted. Moreover, let the weight of each node of the edge graph be the dissimilarity
measure between the pair of adjacent pixels it represents. Computing a min-tree
from the node weights yields a similar but not identical structure to the α-tree, in
which the smallest connected components map to at least two pixels (each node
of the edge graph correspond to two pixels of the input image). Consequently at
zones, which define the leaves of an α-tree, are not included in this representation.
This is demonstrated in Fig. 3.4 on a sample tile of a binary, 4-connected chessboard
pattern shown in (a). let the dissimilarity measure be the absolute difference among
adjacent pixels. The α-tree of image (a) contains 25 nodes at its base level (the 25
0-CCs of the pattern) and one node for all subsequent levels since all the nodes are
merged in a single step, i.e. for a dissimilarity threshold value greater or equal to 1.
By contrast, the edge graph of the pattern contains 40 nodes shown in image (b), all
assigned the value 1. The min-tree of this pattern contains a single node only since
all threshold sets are identical. This can be corrected for by doubling the nodes of
the initial image and linking the resulting pairs of identical nodes with edges of
null-dissimilarity. In this case the min-tree of the edge graph, computed from the
expanded input graph accords with the α-tree representation [SN12]. However, for
an image of n×m pixels like in (a), the number of vertices of the initial graph is
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Fig. 3.4 Edge graph of a chessboard pattern. (a) The input image with elements being 4-connected.
(b) Any two adjacent element differ exactly by 1 (red labels). (c) The 4-connected edge graph.
n×m as required for the leaves of the α-tree, by contrast to 3(n×m)−m−n nodes
of the resulting edge graph as required for the min-tree after node doubling!
3.4 Attribute-Constrained Connectivity
The definition of connected components as sets of maximal extent yields a maxi-
mal partition of the image space, which in certain applications induces a problem
often referred to in literature as “leakage” [OW10]. In the case of connectivity re-
lations based on dissimilarity measures, leakage describes the existence of paths
between regions that should be treated separately, in which adjacent elements dif-
fer less than α. This undesired effect can be countered by constraining the range of
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some generic attribute describing the components in question. The introduction of
constraints in the context of image segmentation prevents the formation of maximal
partitions [OS11] and thus contradicts the framework of connective segmentation
criteria discussed in [Ser06]. This works to the benefit of image segmentation since
it allows for strict control over the segmentation process. Examples are in [Soi07;
Soi08].
Constrained connectivity was originally proposed in [Soi08] as a method to par-
tition the image definition domain into unique maximal connected components sat-
isfying a series of constraints. Since then, it has matured into a more general frame-
work incorporating arbitrary constraints expressed through logical predicates as well
as arbitrary dissimilarities, further to the local and global absolute intensity differ-
ences initially proposed. Some of these developments were presented in [Soi07;
SG08; SG09; Soi11; OS11; GS11], and complemented by recent advances, are uni-
fied into a single framework in this section. The concepts presented address elements
of some image definition domain but are equally applicable to any graph-space data
representation.
Using first-order-logic [Bar77] as our symbolic formal system [And02], logical
predicates are defined as Boolean-valued functions that return true when the asso-
ciated argument satisfies the predicate and false otherwise. Logical predicates P of
α-CCs are typically decreasing (P↓). If not, they are addressed as non-decreasing.
A predicate is decreasing if and only if, for any two sets X ,Y ⊆ E, the following
condition holds:
P↓(X) = true⇒ P↓(Y ) = true, ∀ Y ⊆ X . (3.12)
Moreover, decreasing logical predicates are imposed to return true on any refer-
ence component. This ensures that there exists at least one α-CC that satisfies the
predicate for every pixel x ∈ E. By relaxing this condition, the resulting connected
components form a partial partition [Ron08; Ron11a; Ron11b].
Denition 6 Let {P↓n } be a set of decreasing predicates, with n ∈ N and N ≥ 1, re-
turning true on every reference connected component of E. An attribute-constrained
component on E, containing x ∈ E is defined as [Soi07] :
(P↓1 , ...,P
↓
N)-CC(x) =∨{
αi-CC(x) | P↓n
(
αi-CC(x)
)
= true, ∀ n ∈ N
}
.
(3.13)
The example of (α,ω)-connectivity based on this definition, employs two decreas-
ing predicates P↓1 and P
↓
2 , the first one of which returns true if the maximally indexed
component αi is less than or equal to the dissimilarity threshold α and the second if
its total element attribute variation is less than or equal to the global range parameter
ω . The predicate P↓2 appears often as a regularisation factor [Soi08; SG08; SG09].
Soille [Soi07] proposed the use of a number of other attributes and demonstrated an
example of image simplification with a variance-based predicate. In this work, we
formalise the use of any attribute in either decreasing or non-decreasing predicates.
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Consider the predicate P applied to the α-CC of any given pixel x defined as:
P(α-CC(x)) =
{
true if Attr(X)≤ τ or α = 0,
false otherwise, (3.14)
with τ being an attribute threshold. Increasing attributes yield decreasing predicates
since the condition Y ⊆ X ⇒ Attr(Y ) ≤ Attr(X) complies with (3.12). Consider a
logical predicate based on the area metric for example. According to Def. 6, it re-
turns true if the number of pixels of the αi-CC(x) does not exceed a given threshold
value τ , and false otherwise. Moreover, by default Parea(0-CC(x))=true for all x and
irrespective of whether Area(0-CC(x))≤ τ or not.
Non-increasing attributes such as shape descriptors, often provide a more deli-
cate characterisation of the structures of interest and find usage in many application
domains. Predicates in this case are non-decreasing since (3.12) is not satisfied.
Therefore, there is no guarantee that all ancestors of an α-CC satisfying a given
predicate also satisfy it. To counter this, an additional condition is required, rea-
soning the constraint. There can be several such conditions that are referred to as
constraining rules. Soille in [Soi07; SG09] presented the Max-Rule which selects
the largest αi-CC with an attribute measure smaller than or equal to τ and all its
ancestors satisfy the same predicate.
Denition 7 Let {Pn} be a set of decreasing predicates, with n ∈ N and N ≥ 1, re-
turning true on every reference connected component of E. An attribute-constrained
component on E, containing x ∈ E and configured with the Max-Rule is defined
as [Soi07; SG09]:
(P1, . . . ,Pn)-CC(x) =∨{
αi-CC(x)
∣∣∣ Pn(αi-CC(x))= true ∀n ∈ {1, . . . ,N}
and Pn
(
αk-CC(y)
)
= true ∀k ≤ i and all y ∈ αi-CC(x)}
}
.
(3.15)
Note that Pn returns true on every reference connected component of E, irre-
spective of its attribute measure. An example of non-structural and non-increasing
attribute is the intensity variance. In the case of absolute difference dissimilarity, the
variance of any 0-CC is obviously 0 while it is strictly greater for any other α-CC
with α > 0. Examples of other non-increasing attributes are the perimeter, compact-
ness, elongation, rectangularity, entropy, moment invariants, the mean value of the
gradient magnitude, etc.

Chapter 4
The α-tree Algorithm
Image segmentation based on constrained connectivity relations was so far dealt
with by constraining the evolution of α-CCs. In this chapter we propose a new
approach; the evolution of α-CCs is computed under the absence of constraints
for the entire range of threshold values α , and is encoded on the α-tree structure.
Single or multiple constraints are put in place in a separate stage, through binary
attribute criteria on the respective α-CCs. This allows for interactive segmentation,
graph filtering, and computation of α-connected pattern spectra for texture analysis
[OS11].
An algorithm for computing efficiently the α-tree data structure is presented. It
is designed in a modular architecture in which, tree construction, tree processing,
and output image restitution constitute a separate module each. Like other similar,
state-of-the-art image representations such as the max tree/component tree [SOG98;
Jon97; Jon99], once the tree is computed, operations can be launched interactively
without the need of recomputing the structure. The α-tree construction relies on
Tarjan's union-find algorithm [Tar75; Tar83] both for labelling the 0-CCs during
initialisation, and for merging consecutive α-CC during its run-time. It is optimised
according to related algorithmic advances in [DST92; FG96] and morphological
methods in [WR00; MW02; Hes03; Ge´r05; NC06; Ber+07].
This chapter is organised as follows. A brief introduction on the union-find algo-
rithm and a presentation of the α-tree data structure are presented in Secs. 4.1 and
4.2 respectively. The α-tree construction with its labelling of reference connected
components and wavefront propagation steps are detailed in Sec. 4.3. Once the tree
structure is constructed, it can be processed by selecting nodes satisfying a series
of constraint while mapping them back onto the image domain. The corresponding
tree processing and restitution steps are detailed in Sec. 4.4.
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Algorithm 1 Union-Find Procedures
Procedure: MakeSet()
Require: var p;
1: return Parent[p] = -1;
Procedure: FindRoot()
Require: var p,par p;
1: par p=Parent[p];
2: if par p≥ 0 then
3: par p = FindRoot(par p);
4: return par p;
5: else
6: return p;
7: end if
Procedure: Criterion()
Require: var p,q,α;
1: var d= ComputeDiss(p,q);
2: if d≤ α then
3: return true;
4: else
5: return false;
6: end if
Procedure: Union()
Require: var p,q,α;
1: var r = FindRoot(q);
2: if r != p then
3: if Criterion(p,r,α)== true then
4: Parent[r] = p;
5: return true;
6: else
7: return false;
8: end if
9: end if
4.1 Union-Find Preliminaries
A partition of the image domain is represented by a set of separable and non-
overlapping regions, the union of which returns the original image. These regions
are referred to as disjoint sets or partition cells and an example is the set of at-zones
of a grey-scale image I [SS95]. Representing each disjoint set requires a unique
identifier which is often the set of coordinates or the index label of one of its ele-
ments. In the case of linked lists [Cor+09; Sed98; Sha98] this is the element at the
head of the list, while in the case of priority queues [Cor+09; Tho07] this could be
either the element at the head or the tail. Tarjan's [Tar75; Tar83] union-find algo-
rithm uses a rooted-tree representation for disjoint sets. Each set is represented by a
single tree with leaf nodes corresponding to the set elements. The identifier in this
representation is the element defining the root of the tree, also referred to as the root,
i.e. the one whose parent pointer points to itself.
Tarjan's method provides four basic operations for managing disjoint sets that
are summarised in [WR00; MW02]. Revised for the needs of this work, the four
methods, listed analytically in Alg. 1, are:
1. MakeSet(p): Creates a new singleton set {p} from a non-labelled point p, i.e. a
single-node tree;
2. FindRoot(p): Returns the root of the tree containing p;
3. Criterion(p,q,α): Returns true if d(p,q)≤ α;
4. Union(p,q,α): Merges the two trees containing p and q respectively, if the cri-
terion returns true.
The dissimilarity measure is computed in a separate function that is custom to
each application. In its simplest form, d(p,q) is the L2 norm between p and q, i.e.
d(p,q) = ||Attr(p)-Attr(q)||. This was used on grey-scale images by Wilkin-
son et al. and Meijster et al. in [WR00; MW02] respectively, for at zone labelling
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and connected component attribute filtering. In both works Attr(p)was the image
intensity at a point p, and α was implicitly assumed as 0.
In the α-tree algorithm discussed next, the disjoint sets that need to be labelled
are α-CCs for which α ∈ [0,1, ...,NumLevels− 1]. NumLevels is the maximum
level of the input. For any α within this range the set of identifiers that accounts
for the union-find forest of the image, is stored in an image-size-long array called
Parent[]. For each non-root pixel p the entry Parent[p] is assigned a positive inte-
ger value which is the scan-line order offset of its parent with respect to the top-left
corner of the image. If p is a root pixel, Parent[p] is set to -1 instead of pointing to
itself. The negative sign indicates its root status while the number itself is utilised
later as a node identifier.
4.2 The α-tree data structure
The α-tree data structure is a rooted, uni-directed tree, with its leaves correspond-
ing to the reference connected components, i.e. the 0-CCs, of the input image, and
the root to the tip of the α-hierarchy, i.e. the single connected component whose
extent defines the image definition domain. Each tree node associates to a unique
α-connected component of the hierarchy, and has a pointer to its parent. It is de-
noted as Nk(α),i, in which k(α) is the dissimilarity level mapped to a tree level, and
i is the node index at k(α). The node parent associates with the first strict super set
mapped into the hierarchy at level k(α ′) such that k(α ′)> k(α). The node structure
consists of four members - Fig. 4.1; the offset, the parent, the new offset and
the attribute. The offset is an integer variable storing the offset of the node's
identifier pixel from the origin. The parent is an integer variable storing the parent
node ID, and the new offset is an integer that stores the new component identifier
after segmentation or attribute filtering for the subsequent output restitution. The
attribute variable is a void pointer to the AuxiliaryData structure. The latter is
a data structure consisting of a set of generic parameters that are updated incremen-
tally, i.e. for each pixel visited. This allows for a number of different attributes to be
computed during the filtering stage from the very same set of auxiliary data.
The auxiliary data structure used along with the α-tree has been originally devel-
oped for the implementation of the Max-Tree algorithm presented in [MW02] and
used in [WW01; OW07; WRW07; URW07]. It consists of a set of generic variables
that are utilised in the computation of component attributes. The number of vari-
ables depends on the pool of attributes to be supported. Increasing it adds up to the
memory requirement per node. The auxiliary data structure is manipulated by a set
of data-handling functions. These are the NewAuxData() that pre-sets all members
to an initial value, the AddToAuxData() that adds the contribution of a single pixel
to each variable separately, the MergeAuxData() that given two pointers to the data
structure, it computes the sum of the individual members and updates the first one,
the SetAuxData() that sets each respective member to some given value, and the
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Fig. 4.1 The α-tree Node structure (left) and the NodeManager data structure (right).
DeleteAuxData() that frees the memory allocated for a given instance of the data
structure.
The area attribute is computed trivially, and for non-compactness the method
was described in [WW01]. The ω-range is computed from the positive and neg-
ative range members of the structure. These are initialised to the intensity of the
connected component's identifier. For any other member pixel q of the α-CC under
study, the positive range is updated with the maximum value between the existing
one and I[q], and the negative range with the minimum value between the existing
one and I[q]. The component attribute is given by the absolute value of their differ-
ence. The variance and standard deviation attributes are computed in the same way
as non-compactness only using intensities in place of the spatial coordinates.
The α-tree construction consists of two phases; the initialisation and the tree
population, presented next. The tree construction module makes use of a node man-
aging system referred to as the node manager. The latter serves as a registry for
the status of each propagating node at the population wavefront. A node can be
ACTIVE, STALLED or INACTIVE. A node marked as ACTIVE registers itself on the
α-tree structure and further propagates along with the population wavefront. A node
marked as STALLED is already registered on the α-tree and propagates without leav-
ing a trace on the tree until it meets its parent. When this occurs, it is marked as
INACTIVE and stops propagating further.
4.3 The α-tree construction
The construction of the α-tree is achieved by the following two subsequent steps
detailed in Secs. 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 respectively: (i) initialisation and labelling of the
reference connected components (i.e., the 0-CCs); (ii) wavefront propagation from
the reference connected components to the tip of the tree (i.e., once only the node
representing the whole image domain is discovered).
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4.3.1 Initialisation and 0-CC Labelling
The tree construction initiates by identifying and labelling all 0-CCs, which de-
fine the leaves of the tree. During initialisation, a pass through all image data is
requested. For each pair of adjacent pixels their dissimilarity is computed and regis-
tered in a set of dissimilarity histograms. There exists one such histogram for each
adjacency direction thus for the case of 4-connectivity two histograms are com-
puted. For each dissimilarity histogram a priority queue is constructed. The set of
priority queues is used for driving the tree population phase discussed in the next
section. Note that since the pool of data is known a priory the priority queues are im-
plemented in the form of hierarchical queues [Mey92; BM93; MW02], avoiding dy-
namic memory allocations. An example of two such hierarchical queues (HQueue)
computed from Fig. 4.2a is shown in Fig. 4.2b.
11 4 4 4 4 3 1 5 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
#
number of directions
Priority Queues (PQ) 
α-horizontal
17 8 1 1 6 2 3 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
#
α-vertical
#
α- ...
(a) (b)
Fig. 4.2 (a) The test pattern of Fig. 3.1a in colour coding. (b) Two priority queues (HQueue)
computed from (a) that register the number of adjacencies for each dissimilarity threshold α; one
for the horizontal and the other for the vertical direction.
The initialisation function, listed in Alg. 2, is called with input parameters
the α-tree at, the node manager NodeMNG, and a pointer to the image data. The
Parent[#] array and the set of auxiliary-data-handling functions are members of
the α-tree structure. For simplicity this analysis is limited to the 4-connectivity
only. The function starts off with a forward scan through the image. Each pixel
visited is set to define a reference component to which it also serves as a parent
by calling MakeSet(p). If a left neighbour q exists, a call to Union(p,q,0) is is-
sued. The dissimilarity measure between p and q is computed and if d(p,q) = 0,
meaning that both points belong to the same reference component, a link is made by
first finding the root r of q and setting at.Parent[r] = p. In this way, the last pixel
processed is always set to be the root of the updated/new reference component. If
d(p,q) 6= 0, the corresponding entry of the dissimilarity histogram is updated, i.e.
UpdateHistogram() in Alg. 2. The same routine is repeated in the presence of a
neighbour above p. The statement q< p means that the pixel q has been processed
before p. The forward scan concludes after all pixels are visited. The at.Parent[#]
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Algorithm 2 Initialisation pseudo-code: union-find based 0-CC labelling and
HQueue creation
Require: var at, NodeMNG, I // α-tree, node manager,
input image.
1: var p,q,dir; // pixel, neighbour, direction
2: var NumActiveNodes = 0; // number of active nodes
3: var node,size= SizeOf(Node); //α-tree node,
size
4: // Forward scan
5: for p = 0 to ImageSize-1 step 1 do
6: MakeSet(p);
7: for all q = Get4neighbor(p) | q< p do
8: if Union(p,q,0)==false then
9: dir = GetDir(p,q);
10: UpdateHistogram(d(p,q),dir);
11: NumActiveNodes =UpdateNumNodes();
12: end if
13: end for
14: end for
15: for all dir do
16: HQueueCreate(dir);
17: end for
18: at→ Node = Alloc(2∗NumActiveNodes∗size);
19: NumActiveNodes = 0
20: // Backward scan - resolving pass
21: for p=ImageSize-1 to 0 step1 do
22: if at→ Parent[p]<0 then
23: at→ Parent[p] = -NumActiveNodes -1;
24: SetNode(at→ Node[NumActiveNodes]);
25: UpdateNodeManager(NumActiveNodes);
26: NumActiveNodes++;
27: else
28: at→ Parent[p] = FindRoot(p);
29: node = GetNodeFromParent[at →
Parent[p]];
30: AddToAuxData(node,p);
31: for all q = Get4neighbor(p) | q> p do
32: if Criterion(p,q,0)==false then
33: dir = GetDir(p,q);
34: HQueueAdd(dir,d(p,q),q);
35: end if
36: end for
37: end if
38: end for
39: return NumActiveNodes;
array to this stage has registered a total of NumActiveNodes chained components
that are subsets or full 0-CCs. This is an overestimate of the true number of disjoint
sets. Assigning unique labels to the actual disjoint sets requires a backward scan, re-
ferred to as the “resolving pass” [MW02]. The initial estimate of NumActiveNodes,
which is later corrected to the actual number of 0-CCs, is used for allocating sys-
tem memory for the nodes of the leaf-level of the α-tree structure. Dealing with the
worst case scenario in which each pixel differs from its left and top neighbour, it
is required that each histogram has a total number of entries equal to half the total
number of pixels. The tree size in this case equals to twice the number of 0-CCs.
This is because, at each level k(α) of the hierarchy, there can be a maximal number
of merges equal to half the number of nodes at the previous level k(α ′) for α ′ < α .
The set of priority queues is created and initialised from the associated dissimilarity
histograms by calling HQueueCreate().
In the resolving pass through the image each pixel is visited in the reverse scan-
line order. If p is labelled as root it defines a tree-leaf node and updates the NodeMNG.
Defining a node means associating a unique ID to an instance of the tree and setting
its four members (Fig. 4.1-left) by calling SetNode(). This ID is given by the sum
of the level offset, i.e. the total number of tree nodes prior to the given tree level
k(0) which is 0 in this case, and the number of active nodes registered so far at k(0).
The offset is set to p, the parent is initialised to the node ID, the new offset is
initialised to offset, and all members of the AuxiliaryData instance are set to
their initial values. The entry at.Parent[p] is set to −NumNodes−1 such that each
root is associated to a unique node ID. The NodeMNG data structure consists of three
members - Fig. 4.1-right; the id that is initialised to p, the level set to the current
α level, i.e. 0, and the count that is set to the current number of active nodes, i.e.
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NumActiveNodes. Note that for α = 0 all nodes are active nodes. If p is not a root
pixel, its parent is retrieved by calling FindRoot(p). Pixels with non-root status
update the auxiliary data of their root by calling the AddToAuxData() function.
Additionally, for any p for which at.Parent[p] ≥ 0, if the dissimilarity measure
computed between p and its right or bottom neighbour q, is greater than 0, then q
is added to the corresponding HQueue entry by calling HQueueAdd(dir,d(p,q),q).
At the end of this procedure, both queues are ooded and the leaf-level of the α-tree
is completed.
4.3.2 Tree Population: The Wavefront Function
The tree population phase is realised through a wavefront propagation function
that computes the union-find algorithm between α-CCs. It starts off from the first
level of the α-hierarchy that is other than 0 and for which at least one node is
present. It is an iterative top-down process that concludes after reaching the tip of
the α-hierarchy. For each α value in the range [1,2, ...,MaxNumLevels] a call to
CreateNewTreeLevel() is issued. The function receives at its input the α-tree at,
the node manager NodeMNG, and the value of α to be processed. It returns the total
number of active nodes for the given α. The pseudo-code is listed in Alg. 3.
The function initiates by accessing the set of vectors of the priority queue
HQueue, using the value of α as argument. The members of each vector entry are
accessed sequentially. For a member p its preceding neighbour q along the direction
specified, is retrieved. The root elements of the components to which p and q belong
to, are computed using FindRoot() and stored in par p and par q respectively. If
the two differ, which means that the respective components have not been merged
yet, the furthest one from the origin becomes the root of the new component. The
α-CC containing it is addressed to as the donor component. The other, i.e. the com-
ponent containing the pixel with the closest root to the origin, merges with the new
component by redirecting its parent pointer to the donor parent.
If one or more new components are created the presence of a new tree level k(α)
is confirmed. Each new component is marked as ACTIVE by adding a negative offset
equal to the image size to at.Parent[new root]. This is used for distinguishing
ACTIVE from STALLED nodes, associated to the respective components. If no new
tree level is confirmed the function returns the same number of active nodes for the
given α as for α− 1, i.e. NumActiveNodes is the same as NumPrevNodes. This
indicates a redundant pyramid level [OS11]. The tree gets updated only when the
two counts differ, and this happens after CreateNewTreeLevel() returns.
If a new tree level is confirmed, a resolving pass is required to assign unique
labels to the new components and to set the corresponding nodes. The resolving pass
launches a visit to all nodes registered at NodeMNG up until the previous tree level,
from which the new nodes at k(α) will be constructed. The status of each node is
determined from its associated component, i.e. by the respective signed value of the
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Algorithm 3 Function: CreateNewTreeLevel() at threshold α
Require: at, NodeMNG, α , NumPrevNodes //α-tree,
node manager
1: var p,q,par p,par q; // pixel, neighbour, parents
2: var level offset,tmp; // level offset, temp. vari-
able
3: var c,l,n,dir; // counter, level, node counter, direc-
tion
4: var IDX,TIDX; // node indices
5: var NumActiveNodes,NumNewNodes =
NumPrevNodes;
6: // Forward pass through the CC edges at previous
level
7: for all dir do
8: while HQueueNotEmpty(dir,α) do
9: HQueueFirst(dir,α);
10: q = Get4neighbor(p) | q < p ∧
dir==GetDir(p,q);
11: par p = FindRoot(p); par q =
FindRoot(q);
12: if par p != par q then
13: if par p> par q then
14: at→ Parent[q]=par p;
15: if at → Parent[par p] > -
ImageSize then
16: at → Parent[par p] -=
ImageSize;
17: end if
18: else
19: at→ Parent[p]=par q;
20: if at → Parent[par q] > -
ImageSize then
21: at → Parent[par q] -=
ImageSize;
22: end if
23: end if
24: NumNewNodes- -;
25: end if
26: end while
27: end for
28: // Resolving pass through all nodes in node manager
29: if NumNewNodes< NumPrevNodes then
30: NumActiveNodes = NumNodes = 0;
31: level offset= GetLevOffset(α);
32: for var i = 0 to NumPrevNodes step 1 do
33: if at→ Parent[NodeMNG[i].id]< 0 then
34: if at → Parent[NodeMNG[i].id] <-
ImageSize then
35: // Active node: register it on the tree
36: IDX = level offset +
NumActiveNodes;
37: SetNode(at→ Node[IDX]);
38: l=NodeMNG[i].level; c=NodeMNG[i].count;
39: TIDX = GetID(l,c);
40: at→ Node[TIDX].parent = IDX;
41: SetAuxData(at,IDX,TIDX);
42: NodeMNG RCFG(i,NumNodes,level);
43: NodeMNG[i].id = -NumActiveNodes-
1;
44: NumActiveNodes++; NumNodes++;
45: else
46: // Stalled node: reconfigure the node
manager
47: NodeMNG RCFG(i,NumNodes,level);
48: NumNodes++;
49: end if
50: else
51: // Inactive node: finalise node
52: tmp = FindRoot(NodeMNG[i].id);
53: at→ Parent[NodeMNG[i].id] = tmp;
54: l=NodeMNG[i].level; c=NodeMNG[i].count;
55: TIDX = GetID(l,c);
56: tmp = at→ Parent[NodeMNG[i].id];
57: IDX = level offset-1-at →
Parent[tmp];
58: at→ Node[TIDX].parent = IDX;
59: MergeAuxData(at,IDX,TIDX);
60: end if
61: end for
62: end if
63: return NumActiveNodes;
parent array. If greater or equal to 0, the node is INACTIVE. If less than -ImageSize
the node is ACTIVE, and if between 0 and -ImageSize, it is STALLED.
A simple example, shown in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4, is used to demonstrate this process.
The term Cα,# is used to indicate an indexed α-CC. It assumes that the process was
concluded for α, and after the forward pass at α ′ with α < α ′, the components Cα,3
and Cα,2 have been merged to Cα,1. This is indicated by the single plateau under
them in Fig. 4.3. The component Cα,1 is the donor, i.e. its parent is the furthest away
from the origin. The component Cα,0 was not modified thus associates to a STALLED
node; it is a ghost replica propagating until it gets merged to some other component
at a higher level.
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Fig. 4.3 An example of tree population: The forward pass is driven by components marked by
pixels that are retrieved from the queue vectors at each given level.
Fig. 4.4 An example of tree population: The forward pass visits the equivalent nodes and performs
merging as requested.
The resolving pass starts off by reading the contents of the NodeMNG at level α .
The identifiers of stored nodes are sorted in reverse scan-line order, thus reading the
first entry retrieves the last node at tree level α . This is Nα,0. The process is shown
in Fig. 4.4. Since Cα,0 was not modified during the forward pass, Nα,0 is marked as
STALLED and only needs to update the respective entry of NodeMNG at α ′ in order to
ensure its further propagation. This is done by calling the NodeMNG RCFG() function
in Alg. 3. The NumNodes counter is then updated. Note that the NodeMNG has initially
as many entries as the number of 0-CCs, but reduces in size as α increases since the
total number of nodes to be propagated reduces too. Each new level re-uses the
already allocated memory with the NodeMNG RCFG() overwriting on entries used
for the previous level.
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The next node from the right is Nα,1, which is marked as ACTIVE because Cα,1
was merged to other components and retained its original identifier. First, the node
ID is set to the new tree level offset, i.e. the total number of nodes below the
given value of α, plus the NumActiveNodes count until this instance. A new node
Nα ′,0 is created and set by the SetNode() function in Alg. 3. The parent pointer
of Nα,1, i.e. its direct descendant is set to the Nα ′,0 ID. The at.Parent[#] entry
corresponding to the Nα ′,0 identifier is normalised by adding the −ImageSize off-
set to invalidate the ACTIVE status. A new status will be assigned at the next call
to CreateNewTreeLevel(). Moreover, the NodeMNG reconfigures the members of
its NumNewNodes entry according to the details of Nα ′,0. The NumNewNodes and
NumActiveNodes counts are updated accordingly.
The remaining two nodes Nα,2 and Nα,3 are marked as INACTIVE. This is be-
cause the components Cα,2 and Cα,3 respectively, merged with Cα,1 and obtained a
new identifier. The INACTIVE status means that they are excluded from propagating
further using the NodeMNG. To finalise them the respective parent members need to
be set. Calling the FindRoot() function returns the identifier of the component they
have been merged to, i.e. Cα,1. This, in turn, is used to retrieve the node ID associ-
ated to this component. This is the ID of Nα ′,0 that has been already registered in the
NodeMNG. The parent pointers of the two nodes are set to this ID and their respective
auxiliary data are merged with those of Nα ′,0.
After conclusion of the resolving pass, CreateNewTreeLevel() returns the
number of active nodes that are compared against the number of nodes of the pre-
vious tree level. If different, the new tree level is registered, the maximum number
of nodes at this level is set to NumActiveNodes, and the total number of tree nodes
before this level is updated for the next iteration of CreateNewTreeLevel(), when
computing the new node IDs. The value of α is interpreted into a new tree level.
4.4 Tree Processing and Output Restitution
Operating directly on the nodes for computing image filters or the segmentation
transform, requires two passes through the tree structure; a forward pass for invali-
dating nodes according to the Max-Rule discussed in Sec. 3.4 and a second, inverse
pass for preparing the output.
The forward pass initiates at α=1 since the 0-CCs are not subject to any cri-
terion, and terminates at the value defining the upper bound of the hierarchy. The
nodes present at each plane of the hierarchy are accessed sequentially and each one
separately is subjected to the attribute criterion, complemented (logical OR) by a
further check on its status ag. If either the node's attribute is greater than the
given threshold or the Status ag is invalidated, the status ag of both the node
under study and its parent are invalidated. This ensures that once a node is invali-
dated, this decision propagates all the way to the end of the root-path.
The inverse pass through the tree structure initiates from the root and terminates
after processing the leaves. For each node accessed, the status ag of its parent
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is inspected. If valid, i.e. the parent satisfies the criterion, the Offset member of
the node under study is set to that of its parent's. This way, as the partition becomes
finer, i.e. we move down the α range, there is only one identifier that is propagated
to all the ascendants. This is called the identifier of the donor node.
The output-image restitution requires a single pass through a replica of the 0-CC
labelled image. If Parent[p] < 0, i.e. p is an identifier, the ID of the donor node
is computed as -Parent[p] - 1. This yields the node offset at the 0-CC level. Al-
ternatively, if Parent[p] > 0 the ID is computed as -Parent[Parent[p]] - 1. The
output value at p can be set to the label/ID of the node it belongs to, or to some
other grey-scale or colour based representation.

Chapter 5
Computational Performance
The design of the α-tree algorithm was motivated by three main directives; the abil-
ity to compute the entire unconstrained hierarchy of partitions from a given image
based on a pre-selected dissimilarity measure, the ability to set dynamically the at-
tribute based on which the respective constraints are enforced, and the ability to
produce a segmentation of the represented image interactively and in near real-time.
All three objectives were tested on a series of experiments using a massive, very
high resolution (VHR) satellite image tile of Beirut, Lebanon. The original image is
a 256 megapixel WorldView-2 RGB acquisition whose luminance channel is shown
in Fig. 5.1. It is separated in three regions of decreasing scene complexity, starting
from the right. Each region is colour-shaded for display purposes only. The first re-
gion corresponds to urban and partially vegetated regions, the second to partially
urban regions adjacent to the sea front, and the third to regions into the sea. Experi-
ments carried out with respect to variable image size, used a series of sub-tiles of the
full image in Fig. 5.1, ordered with respect to increasing size and decreasing scene
complexity. The dissimilarity measure for all experiments was the L2 norm. All ex-
periments were carried out on a dual quad-core Intel Xeon CPU (E5504)@2GHz
with 16 GB RAM.
The correctness of the segmentation procedure was tested by comparing the re-
sults of the respective α-tree module against the (α,ω)-segmentation algorithm
[Soi08]. The experiment was launched on the full image shown in Fig. 5.1 for the
three attributes supported in common by both implementations; the area, ω-range
and variance. The comparison was realised by computing the goodness-of-fit be-
tween pairs of corresponding partition cells, obtained from the two algorithms. The
comparison converged to a complete match for all tested cells.
The first experiment tested the suitability of both methods for computing an un-
constrained hierarchy. Timings for each hierarchy level are given in Fig. 5.2a. The
image used for this test was a 4,0962-element (i.e., 16 megapixels) sub-tile with its
top right corner coinciding with the point (0,0) in Fig. 5.1. In this task, the (α,ω)-
segmentation algorithm needs to be iterated for each value of α and to have ω set to
the maximum intensity range. The corresponding curve shows an almost increasing
time requirement that is due to the algorithm's dependency on previously computed
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Fig. 5.1 The 256M test image with three regions of decreasing scene complexity marked with
colour shades.
partitions, i.e. for each hierarchy level α, all other partitions for α ′ < α need to be
computed first. This shows a sharp increase for small values of α due to the big
number of merges, and smoothes out as α increases further. By contrast the α-tree
algorithm has a progressive decline in the time requirement because each hierar-
chy level is computed directly from the previous hierarchy level. Consequently, the
number of merges reduces sharply. Moreover, the α-tree algorithm considers only
partitions cells of the input image that differ from their predecessors. In this exam-
ple the α-tree structure consisted of 108 hierarchy levels, with a total of 19,131,284
nodes and was computed in 6.52s The (α,ω)-segmentation algorithm computed for
256 values of α was concluded after 2138.42s.
The second experiment tested the computation time of both algorithms as a func-
tion of image size. The experiment was computed for an (α,ω) set of values such
that α=ω=80. The results are plotted in Fig. 5.2b. Both algorithms have a rather
smooth and almost linear response with respect to image size, for the first 10 sub-
tiles. The (α,ω)-segmentation algorithm however, shows a dependence on large
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Fig. 5.2 α-tree performance graphs: (a) Timings for the constructing an (α,ω)-hierarchy based
on the α-tree and the regular (α,ω)-segmentation algorithm for the 4,0962 sub-tile of the im-
age shown in Fig. 5.1. (b) The α-tree construction and segmentation time against the (α,ω)-
segmentation algorithm, as a function of increasing image sub-tile size.
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Fig. 5.3 α-tree performance graphs: The number of tree nodes as a function of increasing image
sub-tile size, and of tree levels (logarithmic scale), in (a) and (b) respectively. In (b), the whole 256
megapixel image shown in Fig. 5.1 was used.
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Fig. 5.4 α-tree performance graph: The computation time of each α-tree level for the whole 256
megapixel test image of Fig. 5.1.
image regions of rather smooth intensity variation, and for the last three image sub-
tiles including most of the sea component, it concludes after 2,188.39s, 2,936.93s,
and 9,959.05s respectively. These timings are not shown in Fig. 5.2b. A linear fit
on the (α,ω)-segmentation is modelled by y = 0.58x− 3.9, and is computed from
the first 10 values, since the last three lead to inconclusive results. A linear fit on
the α-tree algorithm is modelled by y = 0.18x+ 7. Extrapolating the computation
time for image size equal to 1GB, this gives 576s and 187s respectively. Studying
the computation time of α-tree-algorithm, a progressive reduction in the rate of time
increase is observed for higher image size. This is due to the reduced scene complex-
ity, since larger regions are described by disproportionately lesser number of nodes.
This is more evident at the last three image sub-tiles where large segments of the sea
component are included. The segmentation time for the largest size value is 2.05s
suggesting that the near real-time interaction with the tree structure is possible.
The third experiment reported in Fig. 5.3a confirms the α-tree's dependency on
the image content by measuring the number of tree nodes as a function of image
size. The fitted polynomial function has sharper rate of tree node reduction for big
images containing larger sea components.
The last two experiments are computed on the largest image tile of Fig. 5.1 and
measure the number of α-tree nodes and α-tree level computation time as a function
of the tree level. The results are shown in images Figs. 5.3b and Fig. 5.4 respectively.
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The number of tree nodes, plotted in logarithmic scale shows a rapid reduction as
the value of tree level increases. This is expected since as we move towards the
root of the tree, larger areas are grouped into bigger connected components and the
number of merges drops accordingly. This has a similar effect on the computation
time of each level (Fig. 5.4).
Chapter 6
Application Examples
The α-tree algorithm finds usage in image segmentation and simplification as well
as object detection applications that require the exploitation of the full hierarchy of
α-connected components. Once the tree is constructed, the speed of the tree pro-
cessing and image restitution steps allows for interactive fine tuning if necessary.
This chapter presents a series of applications heavily relying on the α-tree al-
gorithm. They all deal with the processing of VHR aerial or satellite images. Sec-
tion 6.1 demonstrates the use of α-tree for the automatic extraction of connected
components satisfying a series of constraints applied to shape, size, and spectral at-
tributes. The use of interactive image information mining based on a switchboard
platform based on the pattern spectrum of the connected components mapped by the
α-tree is illustrated in Sec. 6.2.
6.1 Automatic Building Footprint Detection
Human settlements and in particular urban footprints provide a valuable input
in all aspects of crisis management, ranging for disaster risk reduction and pre-
paredness to post-disaster needs assessments. This information is required at a
global scale and until recently it was only available at low to medium spatial
resolution. Examples are the night-lights series [Elv+01] and the MODIS “urban
layer” [SFP10]. The JRC has demonstrated through the release of the first proto-
type of the high resolution Global Human Settlement Layer (GHSL), the capac-
ity to extract built-up information fully automatically and in a globally consistent
manner from heterogeneous optical data sources. The GHSL is publicly available
at http://ghslsys.jrc.ec.europa.eu and it is displayed at the OSGEO
TMS scale 11. This corresponds to approximately 75m of spatial resolution at the
equator. The internal GHSL release offers the global mosaic at TMS scale 14 corre-
sponding to approximately 9.5m at the equator.
The GHSL is populated from a sophisticated engine based on evolutionary sys-
tems and advanced morphological image processing modules. The latter rely on
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panchromatic or single-band inputs that offer a robust discrimination of built-up at
the targeted spatial resolution (2.5m in the current version). Increasing the spatial
resolution further and reaching the sub-meter domain requires enhanced approaches
that make the best use of multi-spectral information while providing information on
the building footprints and/or their substructures. The α-tree representation and the
subsequent attribute constrained filtering and image restitution fulfil these require-
ments. Indeed, hierarchical segmentation based on constrained connectivity yields
clusters of connected components representing candidate building footprints as al-
ready suggested in [Soi10; PS12]. In these publications, fixed total range attribute
(ω) values were used. This approach is equivalent to performing non-horizontal cuts
in the α-tree where the largest connected components satisfying the total range at-
tribute constraint are extracted. The resulting connected components produce a par-
tition of the image domain. Variable thresholds adapting to the local image struc-
tures can be obtained by analysing the persistence (lifetime) of the nodes of the
dendrogram representing a hierarchy of constrained connected components as pro-
posed in [Soi08, Sec. 4.2]. The α-tree algorithm presented in this report enables
the efficient selection of α-tree nodes satisfying any given series of constraints and
therefore exploits fully the richness of the underlying image partition hierarchy. For
example, in the case of buildings as observed in VHR images, appropriate attributes
with their associated constraints on the attribute values can be used to extract a mask
of candidate building footprints. This approach is illustrated in Fig. 6.1.
The input image shown in Fig. 6.1a is a subset of a pan-sharpened true colour
QuickBird image of the city of Sana'a, Yemen with a spatial resolution of 60cm. A
close-up view is shown in Fig. 6.1b. A section of the α-tree of Fig. 6.1b is shown
in image Fig. 6.1c, in which the centre points of the big concentric circles of the
spatially organised nodes, correspond to α-CCs registering a massive component
merging. The image in Fig. 6.1d shows the partition of Fig. 6.1b into the reference
0-CCs using a dissimilarity defined as the maximum of the dissimilarities calculated
for each colour channel separately. For each channel, the dissimilarity taking into ac-
count the neighbourhood of each pair of adjacent pixels was considered, see [Soi11]
for details. The connected components matching the highest tree nodes satisfying a
series of constraints related to the size, shape, and spectral properties of potential
building footprints are shown in Fig. 6.1e for the close-up view and in Fig. 6.1g for
the input image. Shape constraints are based on criteria such as elongation, rectilin-
earity [ZR03], and non-compactness [URW07].
Once a mask of the building footprints is calculated, higher level semantics such
as building heights to achieve 3D urban scene reconstruction can be derived. Height
information is computed from object shadows as a function of the sun elevation
and azimuth angles. Figure 6.2a is a subset of a RGB VHR satellite image with a
spatial resolution of 50cm. The partition shown in Fig. 6.2b corresponds to a non-
horizontal cut of the α-tree for fixed parameters (α,ω)=(400,400). The mask of
potential building footprints shown in Fig. 6.2c is obtained with a procedure simi-
lar to that described in the Sana'a case study described previously (i.e., selection of
nodes of the α-tree satisfying a series of shape, size, and spectral constraints). Pre-
served connected components have height information estimated from the length of
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Fig. 6.1 (a–b) The input VHR satellite image and a zoom-in section. (c) A section of the α-tree in
fish-eye view. (d) The partition into reference connected components corresponding to the 0-CCs.
(e–f) The largest connected components of the tree satisfying a series of constraints (result of tree
processing and image restitution) on the zoom-in section and the input VHR image.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d)
Fig. 6.2 3D urban scene reconstruction: (a) original image; (b) restitution of the largest connected
components of the α-tree based on α,ω predicates; (c) connected components of the α-tree satis-
fying a series of size, shape, and spectral constraints; (d) the output rendered scene with building
heights estimated from shadow lengths.
the shadows their corresponding building are casting and given the a priori known
sun elevation and azimuth angles. This height information is imprinted as shades of
the grey-scale from which the 3D rendered scene, shown in Fig. 6.2d, is computed.
6.2 Interactive Image Information Mining
Interactive image information mining based on the α-tree representation can be im-
plemented through machine learning approaches where the selection criteria for pro-
ducing the desired connected components are automatically learnt from positive and
negative examples selected by the user. This approach is detailed in [Gue+12].
Alternatively, rather than learning automatically the discriminant attributes and
their associated constraints, user interaction with the image and a series of 2-
dimensional scatterograms can be used to either display all those connected com-
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ponents of the tree that are contributing to user selected points of the scattero-
gram or, conversely, highlight on the scatterogram the points matching α-connected
components falling within a user-selected region of the image domain. This ap-
proach considering the scatterogram as a switchboard was introduced in [OS11] and
developed in [Ouz+12]. The proposed 2-dimensional scatterograms are called 2-
dimensional α-connected component pattern spectra. The value at a given position
of a 2-dimensional pattern spectrum corresponding to a given pair of attributes in-
dicates the energy contribution of the α-connected components of the α-tree whose
attribute values fall within the ranges of values defined by this position. These ranges
are set by a predefined binning function. The energy of a connected-component is
defined as its area multiplied by its persistence, i.e., the interval of α-values for
which it exists. For example, let us consider the area and standard deviation at-
tributes and the binning functions that proceeds by multiples of 10 pixels and 20
intensity levels respectively. With this setting, the value at the coordinates (7,2)
represents the sum of the product of the area and persistence of the connected com-
ponents whose area falls in the interval [60,70[ and whose standard deviation value
falls in the interval [20,40[.
Figure 6.3 shows three different 2D α-connected pattern spectra using the area
of α-CCs as a reference attribute and against standard deviation, compactness, and
non-compactness attributes in (a), (b), and (c) respectively. The distribution of the
image content with respect to each individual attribute differs considerably from the
rest, suggesting that there is no single optimal metric but instead it is application
dependent.
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 6.3 Examples of α-connected pattern spectra for component area against standard deviation,
compactness, and non-compactness in (a), (b), and (c) respectively.
Control mechanisms interfacing the α-connected pattern spectrum like the switch-
board in [Ouz+12], offer a set of rich functionalities for interactive and rapid image
information mining. The example of Fig. 6.4 shows a view of a residential area in
the city of Sana'a, Yemen. The test image is a subset of a QuickBird panchromatic
acquisition. The original image has a spatial resolution of 60cm and is quantised
to 8 bits/pixel. Aiming at building extraction for producing footprint maps, the sys-
tem presented in [Ouz+12] learns the best describing target attributes and threshold
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 6.4 Example of built-up extraction using α-connected pattern spectra as switchboard: (a) the
test image; (b) the α-connected 2D pattern spectrum with area mapped on the horizontal axis and
compactness on the vertical axis; (c) the switchboard (SWB) front panel with selected pattern-
spectrum bins that produce the result in (d).
ranges from a set of positive examples identified manually. These are back-projected
to the user on top of the pattern-spectrum. The latter is shown in image (b). The bin-
ning functions used in this example are the logarithm in base 2 and the square root
of the attribute values for the area and compactness attributes respectively. In each
case the 50 bins are linearly distributed on the range of the mapped values. The
user, guided by this visual analytics platform can then set groups of, or individual
switches that instruct the system on the specification of objects to be retrieved. A
cluster of switches set for the particular example is shown in image (c). The system
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scans through the α-tree structure and returns all the α-CCs satisfying this spec-
ification. The resulting components are associated with a random colour and are
overlaid on the original image in image (d).

Chapter 7
Conclusion
A new method for hierarchical segmentation based on attribute constrained con-
nectivity relations was presented. The framework introduced in this work has sev-
eral desirable properties such as a strict nesting order of consecutive partitions sub-
ject to a dissimilarity metric, linkage order independence, and prevention of leak-
age through transitions. It does not require a model approach and delivers an un-
constrained hierarchy of partition cells that spans over the entire range of values
of a given dissimilarity metric. The full extent of this hierarchy is mapped on to
the α-tree structure which is essentially a compact representation of the stack of
α-connected partitions. By contrast to the Min-Tree of the edge graph that does
not encode the reference components leading in certain cases to a notion of α-
hypoconnection, the α-tree is a complete representation accounting for all values of
α , with nodes strictly associated to unique α-connected components.
An efficient algorithm for computing the α-tree structure and constraining opera-
tors was presented. The α-tree is computed directly from the raw image data through
an advanced connected component labelling scheme utilising Tarjan's union-find
method. The algorithm accesses pixels in a scan line order and can handle multi-
ple connected components simultaneously. During this process, α-CCs are created
and merged as needed. It has three distinctive features; it computes the partition
hierarchy efficiently, it allows for dynamic re-adjustment of the attribute used for
enforcing constraints and it allows for interactive, near real-time segmentation of
the input image. The performance of the α-tree algorithm was tested with respect
to a number of different parameters and was compared against the original (α,ω)
segmentation algorithm of [Soi08]. The results indicate a considerable improvement
in performance, with the α-tree maintaining a lead in terms of exibility and com-
putation time. Application examples were given related to segmentation of remote
sensing imagery.
The α-tree algorithm further to image segmentation supports a wider family of
image operators on graphs. Examples are attribute filters for image simplification
and the computation of pattern spectra from partition-hierarchies. The practical us-
age of such tools was demonstrated in Chap. 6.
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In future work we aim at introducing dissimilarity measures computed from
hyper-spectral imagery and delivering a parallel implementation of the existing
algorithm benefiting from related computational advances [AAY10]. The use of
the α-tree structure for modelling partition hierarchies of non image-related data
sources is currently being investigated.
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